Abstract Most physical treatments have thermal effects. Effect of heat on the body is not always uniform and depends on the treated body surface, the intensity of the stimulus, the stimulus duration, changes in the intensity of the stimulus and the physical environment. Thermovision is a method that allows for precise determination of the temperature distribution of the tested body surface. The aim of the study was to evaluate the effect of sequence of execution of infrared irradiation combined with visible light, for simplicity called further IR and diadynamic currents (called further DD) on the distribution of skin surface temperature. We also evaluated whether the order of execution of physical treatments affects the consensual reaction and temperature variations depending on sex and body mass index. The study involved 28 volunteers-16 women and 12 men aged 19-28 years. The treatments were performed on the front of right thigh in two sequences-IR-DD and DD-IR. For measuring the temperature distribution, there was thermovision used. In each sequence, there were five images captured with the use of FLIR T335 camera. The significance of changes in skin temperature was rated with Student's t test for dependent samples, whereas the dependence on the treatments sequence and sexual differentiation was analyzed with the use of test for independent samples, and the correlations were evaluated by determining the Pearson's r linear correlation coefficient. In the assessment of statistical significance, the critical threshold a = 0.05 was used. Regardless of the treatments sequence, the average surface temperature of the right thigh after IR radiation increased by more than 4°C. However, there were no significant temperature changes observed after the treatment with diadynamic currents. More dynamic changes in the average temperature values were stated in the sequence DD-IR, as 30 min after the second treatment, the temperature was higher as compared to the initial value by 1°C. Statistically significant sex-dependent differences occurred only after infrared radiation.
Introduction
Physical medicine is a discipline dealing with the clinical use of not only naturally occurring physical factors, but also those produced by different types of devices used in the field of prevention and diagnostics. The basis of therapeutic effect of physical factors on the human body is the ability of tissues to respond to the stimuli. The transfer of physical stimuli into the body is possible due to skin, namely due to its rich blood supply, innervation and numerous receptors. Most physical treatments have thermal effects. The effect of heat on the body is not always uniform and depends on the treated surface of the body, intensity of stimulus, stimulus duration, changes in the intensity of the stimulus and the physical environment [1] [2] [3] .
The part of physical therapy, which makes use of therapeutic effect of thermal energy, is thermotherapy, which includes exposure to infrared radiation and visible (mostly far red) light. The biological effect of combined far red and near-infrared radiation with the wavelength in the range of 600-1500 nm raises tissue temperature due to the increased kinetic energy of the molecules. Under the influence of heat, there appear several effects: dilation of blood vessels, increased blood flow and lymph circulation, increased diffusion through the walls of capillaries and, consequently, speeding up the metabolism. Heat intensifies the process of removing the exudates from the inflamed tissues. Defense mechanisms of the body against infections are activated and the pain subsides. The muscles relax and the extensibility of the connective tissue are increased. Local heat may also act through reflex mechanisms on the functioning of other organs [4] [5] [6] [7] .
Another commonly prescribed medical treatment in physical therapy is electrotherapy, which uses therapeutic effects of electrical currents. Frequently used treatments include diadynamic (DD) currents, called also Bernard currents. These are low-frequency monophasic sinusoidal pulsed currents, up to 100 Hz. In therapy with diadynamic currents, there are two components-direct current and sinusoidal current. Diadynamic currents have analgesic, strong congestive effect, and they improve trophics of tissues having altered excitability of muscle and tissue pH. Vasodilation takes place on the way of selective stimulation of nerve endings in the autonomic nervous system responsible for vascular reactions under the influence of direct current. Better blood circulation speeds up the improvement of nutrition and metabolism, which plays an important role in the treatment of many diseases. Depending on the type of disease and the expected effect, the corresponding sequence and the type of DD current is used. The most commonly used order of treatments is: DF current min-2, CP min-3 and LP min-3, whereas the abbreviations used for these different currents relate to the original French terms: DF-diphase fixe, CP-courtes periods, LP-longues periodes [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
Currently, one of the most commonly used methods for determining changes of skin surface temperature is thermovision, which uses the ability of human organism to emit far infrared radiation. Thermal images illustrate the distribution of superficial body temperature. Thermovision in medicine has been used for over 50 years. It is used as a diagnostic method or for evaluating the effects of treatment, among many others, in cardiology, oncology, dermatology, rheumatology, neurology, ophthalmology, dentistry and physiotherapy [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
Thermovison is a noninvasive, noncontact procedure, safe for the tested person and the examiner. It can be used in people of all ages, regardless of sex or emotional state, as well as in pregnant women. Measurements can be performed repeatedly in a short period of time [19] .
Physical treatments are often used in the medicine as analgesic and anti-inflammatory therapy. Physical stimulus should be adjusted in a way that it causes a specific response with the desired effect. The body's ability to respond to a physical stimulus depends on many factors, including age, sex, the nature and duration of disease or the type of medication. Thus, planning and dosage of treatments requires not only the knowledge of all the physiological and pathological conditions of the body's response to stimuli, but also systematical tracking of the response to them in the course of physical treatment. The issue that should be considered here is the use of polytherapy in the correct sequence. For instance, a method which increases the sensory threshold and the methods, which require defining the threshold by the patient cannot be applied together. The use of polytherapy is quite difficult because there is not enough information on the correct order of the treatments (some may act antagonistically or synergistically in relation to one another), breaks between them, dose selection, at the same time taking into account the individual characteristics such as sex, age and body mass index (BMI).
The aim of the study was to evaluate the effect of order of execution of infrared radiation combined with visible light IR and diadynamic currents DD on the distribution of surface temperature on the front surface of the right thigh. The other assessed questions concerned the problem whether and what consensual reaction occurred, depending on the sequence of performed procedures and whether sex and BMI have an effect on the temperature distribution after the performed treatments.
Study material
The study was conducted with the approval of the Senate Commission of Bioethics of the Wrocław University School of Physical Education, issued on March 19, 2012 . Study group consisted of 28 volunteers (students) including 16 women and 12 men aged 19-28 years (Table 1) .
Basic parameters of height and mass distribution of examined men and women are shown in Table 2 .
On the basis of the height and body mass, the BMI of the subjects was calculated. The diversity of body mass indices is shown in Table 3 . As depicted in tables, the study group was homogenous with respect to the age and BMI.
Study methods
The physiotherapeutic procedures were performed on each participant in the following order: first week (I): infrared radiation with visible light (IR) and after it, diadynamic currents-IR-DD sequence. In the second week (II): first diadynamic currents and then, infrared radiation with visible light-DD-IR sequence. The treatments were performed on the front surface of the right thigh 15 cm above the top of the patella and 10 cm below the groin.
375 W Astar Lumina therapeutic lamp was used for light irradiation (near IR and red). Operating time was 15 min, and the distance of the lamp from the surface of the treated area was 40 cm. For the treatment with diadynamic currents, there was Jonoson apparatus from Physiomed used. The sequence and duration of the diadynamic currents were as follows: DF 2 min, CP 3 min and LP 3 min. The intensity of the diadynamic currents was adjusted to the feelings of a treated person. In the electrotherapy, the electrical current intensity is adjusted to the personal feeling of the treated person that should not feel any unpleasant sensation, irritations or burnings, only some so-called ''buzzing'' or ''tingling''. The area of each electrode used for the procedure was 30 cm 2 . All physiotherapy treatments were performed by the same physiotherapeutist's, in accordance with generally accepted principles.
The study was conducted in a room temperature and a relative humidity between 35 and 40 %. Superficial body temperature distribution was studied with the use of a FLIR T335 thermal imaging camera. Immediately prior to the study, examined persons did not undergo any intense physical activity nor physical treatments. Each volunteer taking part in the experiment adapted to conditions of the surroundings for a period of 20 min with an exposed test area of the body. Thermal images were captured in the standing body position, facing the camera. The optical axis of the camera was perpendicular to the center of the tested area, whereas the distance from the participant to the front of the camera was constant and equal to 1.2 m. First, five thermal images in the first week and then, five images in the second week of the study of each participant were recorded. The thermal images were stored on a computer disk in the form of files in JPG format with a size of 320 9 240 pixels. Then, they were subjected to computer analysis with the use of Therma CAM Researcher 2.9 software.
For the statistical description of the analyzed features, arithmetic mean values were used as a measure of the average value, whereas as a measure of the degree of differentiation of individual results-standard deviation. The description of the distribution was completed by determination of the variability of characteristics, i.e. the minimum and maximum values in the empirical distribution. The significance of changes of surface temperature of thighs was assessed using Student's t test for dependent samples. The dependence of the sequence of applied treatments and gender differentiation was tested with the use of Student's t test for independent samples. Correlations were analyzed by determining the Pearson's linear correlation coefficient r.
In the assessment of statistical significance, the critical threshold was at the level of a = 0.05. This means that the statistical significance was stated in the case, where p significance level satisfied the inequality p \ 0.05. All calculations were performed with the use of STATISTICA10PL package.
Results
Thermal images allowed to determine the minimum, maximum and mean values of skin surface temperature on the anterior surface of both thighs of examined persons. Exemplary images of person No. 1, recorded before therapy T 0 , after the first T 1 and second treatment T 2 , and then 15 T 3 and 30 min T 4 after the whole procedure, are presented in Figs. 1 and 2 . Thermal images depict the changes of superficial temperature distribution during the examined therapies sequences: IR-DD and DD-IR, correspondingly.
The temperature values were examined in the rectangular region of interest ROI (on Figs. 1, 2 on right leg) . Analogical ROI was chosen for the left leg. It is evident that the reaction to a physical agent lasted 30 min after the end of the therapy. One can see also the significant reaction on places, where the electrodes were attached to the body. Comparison of the skin surface temperature on the front of thigh 923
The average initial temperature T 0 before treatment in the week I and II practically did not differ. The difference in the mean value was only 0.11°C and was not statistically significant, as shown in Table 4 . This proves that both tests were performed under the same controlled conditions. IR radiation resulted in a significant increase in the surface temperature of the right thigh. When the procedure was performed as a first (IR-DD), the temperature has increased by an average of 4.3°C, whereas for the reverse sequence (DD-IR), only by 0.31°C (Table 5) . So, diadynamic currents only slightly changed the surface temperature of the right thigh. The average surface temperature increase just after the first treatment was significantly greater when the light therapy was applied as a first.
From the other hand, one can see that after the second treatment T 2 , the temperature increase comparing to the initial one T 0 was 2,14°C for the sequence IR-DD and 4.34°C for the reverse sequence DD-IR. This effect was also visible after 15 min after the second treatment; however, it was not statistically significant. Therefore, if the therapeutist wants to achieve more warming just after the two combined procedures, the last one should be this one, which is causing more thermal effects (in our case IR). As depicted in Table 5 , 30 min after the second treatment, this trend was further observed; however, the changes are not statistically significant, and the average temperature was only slightly higher than the initial one (by \1°C).
The average temperature on the surface of both lower limbs before the treatments performed in IR-DD sequence was practically the same (difference of means was 0.03°C). After the light therapy, the temperature increased on both thighs, but was statistically significantly higher on the right thigh, only (Table 6 ). Immediately after the next treatment, namelydiadynamic currents-the average temperature fell rapidly on the right limb, whereas a further decrease proceeded uniformly on both thighs, and the average temperature of the right thigh remained consistently higher (Table 6) .
For DD-IR sequence, the initial average surface temperature of both thighs was the same (the difference was 0.01°C). After the application of diadynamic currents, left thigh's temperature has not changed, whereas after radiation, the temperature increased in both limbs. The cooling of the thighs surface was faster on the right leg. The average temperature on the surface of the left thigh was consistently significantly lower than on the right thigh, as shown in Table 7 .
The data presented in Tables 6 and 7 confirmed the presence of consensual reaction, manifested in mutual correlation of surface temperature changes in both thighs. The stronger the correlation, the clearer the consensual reaction. Pearson's r linear correlation coefficients of temperature changes relative to the initial temperature of the surface on the right and left leg are depicted in Table 8 . Stronger correlations, thus, clearer consensual reaction, occurred in the case of IR-DD sequence of treatments. Statistically significant values in bold It was also noticed that the average initial temperature of the surface of the right thigh was significantly higher in men than in women, as shown in Table 9 . Most probably, it is due to the better musculature and thus vasculature in men and higher fat content (thermal isolator) in women.
Therefore, further analysis was devoted to the examination of temperature changes comparing to the initial values, depending on the gender. The study proved that these temperature differences were always higher in women than in men (Table 10 ). Statistically significant temperature increase was observed for IR-DD sequence after first and second treatment, as well as 15 min after the second treatment. For the sequence DD-IR, the statistically significant temperature change was stated after the second treatment. These data correspond to the changes observed for the entire group.
Next, the correlation of temperature changes on the right thigh comparing to the initial values and BMI indices, were examined. As it was expected, the Pearson's r correlation coefficients were statistically insignificant, since the studied group was homogenous and exhibited similar reaction to the applied stimuli.
Conclusions
Very often after physical therapies, the changes of superficial temperature distribution are observed [1, 3, 15] . Despite the number of studies, it is not clear whether comparable results can be achieved concerning the temperature distribution after the execution of different treatments depending on the physical parameters such as the dose, duration and treatments sequence.
On the basis of the conducted study, it was found that the average surface temperature increased right after the first treatment and was significantly greater when the applied treatment was radiation (IR-DD sequence). However, immediately after both executed treatments, the average temperature was significantly higher for DD-IR sequence. Statistically significant values in bold Regardless of the sequence of performed procedures on the right thigh, there was an increase in the surface temperature of the left thigh observed as a result of consensual reaction, which is often observed in course of physical therapy.
The study confirmed that there are gender-dependent differences in the average temperature between men and women. In general, a higher average temperature of the right thigh surface was observed in men what is caused by stronger vasculature and thinner subcutaneous adipose tissue. From the other hand, the average increase in reference to the initial temperature was higher in women, regardless of the sequence of performed procedures, denoting higher reactivity in this group. As expected, no correlation between temperature changes and BMI was stated, due to the small variation of this coefficient in the study group.
The application of polytherapy during the whole process of rehabilitation is a common practice. Kuciel-Lewandowska et al. [20] evaluated the effect of electrotherapy, laser and infrared radiation combined with visible light in the analgesic treatment of cervical spine, used either separately or in combined sets of treatments. The conducted studies have shown that an appropriate combination of selected physical treatments increased the analgesic effect and is better than the use of a single treatment.
To appropriately select physical treatments, it is important to take into account, apart from a diagnosed illness, many other factors such as age, sex, BMI, or concurrent diseases. When prescribing certain procedures, it should be remembered that some of them are primarily analgesic, anti-inflammatory or relaxant in their character. Physiotherapy treatments should be ordered and executed in such a way that it enables to obtain some kind of synergy of the implemented therapy.
Polytherapy or a combination of therapies that exploit various physical stimuli are often administered in daily practice. For example, Bauer and Wiecheć, on the basis of their own experiences, offer treatments by means of electrotherapy (interference, DD, TENS, etc.) and ultrasound executed at the same time or the simultaneous application of laser with a magnetic field or ultrasonic wave [21] .
Advances in science and technology contribute to the development of physical medicine and the broadening the knowledge of the physiology and pathophysiology thus enabling better understanding of the mechanisms of interaction of physical factors and the possibility of their application in the prevention and therapy. In this respect, the thermovision plays a key role, offering quick evaluation of the effectiveness of a number of physiotherapy treatments. Using thermal imaging gives the possibility not only to verify the effectiveness, but also to develop credible recommendations concerning physiotherapy method, the dose, exposure time or treatments sequence [22] [23] [24] .
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